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NOTE TO READERS

Later reports to come out of the Base Sample Survey data include

individual reports for each of the 23 counties where the survey wai con-
_

ducted and an analysis of sub-samples representing different family types

("Characteristics of Families With Special Needs in Relation to Schools,"

In addition a questionnaire version of the Base Sample Survey inter-

view schedule was distributed to parents in selected school districts,

bothrural andurban, in Alabama andePennsylvania. Individual reports

have been prepared describing the results for each of these six school

districts.

-277ry Snow; Ph.D.
Senior Researcher

*Readers of later reports will note thai the total number of sampled
parents referred to is slightly larger than in this original report.
This is due to the fact that some additional interviews came in after
the designated deadline.
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INTRODUCTION

p.

Purpose of Stu4y

Interest in parenting and a recognition of both the difficulties of
t,

'parenting in the modern world and the crucial role that parents play in

their children's education and development led tothe creation of the
;

Regional'Parenting Surveys. The Regional Parenting Surveys were conceived

as a series of stildies and programs to include data gathered from parents,

from model parenting'program practitioners and from the division's Advisory

Task Force (representative of the seven member states). These were to

love been followed by the development of recommendations, instruments,

workshops and the'local implementation of programs to meet the need's of

various parent populations in different communities.

The Base Sample Surviy was that part of the farger effort which was

, designed to obtain current information from parents themselves about the

life circumstances, experiences and needs of parents in the Region. This

included an investigation of parents' sources of advice and help in

child-rearing, the extent of their formal and informal social networks

and their awareness and utilization of rogtms and services.

li
Study Design and Procedures

Data was collected thpugh personal) open-ended interviews with .

random samples of parents in 23 counties in the 'states of Kentucky, Ohio,
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Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia. The random nature of the sample

was considered essential in ordii to insure that the range of family .

and parenting situations in,existence be represented. CountieS_wp-re

selected randomly within the major catliries of Appalachian Rural,

Non-Appalachian Rural and Urban. The definition of an Urban County was

one in Wbich ihere existecra central city of 50,000 Or more and which

was also a part of a larger SMSA.

Because of the necessity of good rapport between the respondent

(parent) and.the interviewer, it was decided to hire local residents

as interviewers in each county. Random samples of parents"(of the

particular grade levels) and the names of prospective local interviewers

were obtained through the cooperation of the school system(s) in the

-Selected cdunties. An all-day training session for,local interviewers

2

was held in a central location in each of theffive staies. Interviewers

were trained in methods ciesignedto achieve high reliability and validity.

Following thiis session, the local-interviewers conducted practice inter-

views, engaged in telephone conferences with AEL staff and conducted

surveys of local programs and services available to parents in their

counties. The information obtained from the survey of local programs and

services was incorporated into the Interview Schedules for each county

and also used for the interpretation Of certain responses during the

coding stage. Following this preliminary work, each interviewer proceeded

to'contact and 4nterview the sample of parents prepared for his/her county.

Response ratei and interviewers'experiences will be written as a

separate report. The problems of hiring and supervising interviewers mainly

by telephone and mail will be discussed. The problems of local interviewers

inl.first, locating respondents (even though addresses and phone numbers were

7
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provided) and secondly, obtaining successful interviews will also be

described. The'majority of our interviewers were successful. Some

developed very creative ways to deal with the problems involved. Our

experiences and those of our local interviewers should be of benefit

to others who may engage in similar surveys in the future. Comparison

will also be made (in this forthcoming supplementary report) between

this study using Personal open-ended interviews and the study conducted

in Alabama arid Pennsylvania using a questionnaire (a version of the

pareniing interview) distributed through the schools.

The study design designated that the bulk of the interview's would

be conducted with the parents of third graders. However, for.comparison°

purposes.a smaller number of interviews with parents of kindergarten

a. students and parents of-tenth grade students were planned. In Most of
A

the selected counties, 40 parent intervieW were expected. However, in

the three counties in which parents bf all three grade levels were

interviewed the goal was 120 interviews. The total number of.interviews

obtained is 1,015. The following table illustrates the break-down of

these interviews. 4

Number of Parent Interviews by Region and Grade Level

Appal. Rural Non-Appal. Aural 0rban Total
Parents of:
Kindergarten Students 59 0 27 86
Third Grade Students 358 115 362. 835
Tenth Grade Students . 69

"giV5

0 25 94
TOTAL M lois

Coding of thejnterviews using Codebook I (closed or simple responses)

and Codebook II (open-apded responses) was accomplithed by five persons,

one of whom is the research assistant for this project. Continuous reli-

dbility checkt were run during the coding period. Reliability scores

were always hip, ranging from 97.2,to 99.6.

So.
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This report will focus on a comparison of the)survey results for the

two major sub-groups, the 358 Appalachian Rural third graders and the 362

Urban third graders. The total referred to is the grand total of 1,015 inter-

, views. There will also be same discussion of similarities and differenees

.found between patents of third.graders and the.parpnts of kindergarten and

tenth grade students.

DESCRIPTION OF PARENTS
AND PARENTING

Demographic Information

As the only criterion,for a respondent was that she/he be one of the

adults with major responsibilill for the sample child, it was theoretically

possible to obtain interviews.with a 2ange of related in different

wa to the sample child, e.g., grandmothdr, iunt, foster father. However,

in reality, it tdrned out that 93%,of:out main respondents were the natural ,

,

mothers of the sample child and 97% were females. In 15% the case's a.

second respondent participated-actively in the interview; this person was

the sample child's natural father. An interesting finding was the variance

by.Region in the\percent of sample children not presently living with their,

natural mothers- or their natural fathers for any reason (death,'separation,

divorce, etc.).

Sample Children Not Living
With Natural Mothers

Sample Children Not Living
With Natural Fathers

Third Grade Third Grade Third Grade Third Grade
Appalachian Rural 'Urban Appalachian Rural Urban

14(3.9%) 8(2.2%) 59(16.5%) 104(28.7%)
n 358 n, 362 n 358- n 362

,

The,mean age of the main respondent was 34.5. The average number.of

persons in the respondent's household was between 4 and S. Over 92% of

the main respondents were white. Here there was some variation by Region; in

Appalachian Rural counties, 95% were white and 1.4% were black while in Urban

9



5.

counties 87% were Aite and. 12% black. Ninety percent of respondents:had-

a religious preference,. 73% were Protestant and 46% attended religious

services once a week or more.

Forty-three pevcent of all respondents had lived in their communities

over 20 years only 18% had lived there less than 5 years. Rural respondents

were slightly more likely than Urban residents to have lived over 20 years

inthe same location. Only 12% df the ,Rural respondents had grown up in a

city. However, 20% of the Urban respondents had grown up on a farm or

in the country. Slightly over one-half of all respondents had lived

in the same house or apartment for the past 5 years. Slightly over

one-fourth had moved once during the 5 years, approximately one-eighfh

had moved twice and one-twentieth had moved 3 times. Reasons people had'

moved were similat'across the Regions. The most iMportant reiOn*was

,

"wanted a better home" or'built.own house." The next most important

reason was "Changed job."

Forty-two percent of our main resporidents were high schlool graduates;

18% had completed some college. The Urban group were somewhat more likely,

to have had some college education than the Rural group (21% compared to

13%). Very few relpondents or theirspouses are attending school at present

,(3% to 7%). However, when asked about plans to go back to school in the

future, 25% of the main respondents replied "yes." This dramatic rise did

not occur for spouses.

Plans To Go Back To School, in Future
,

Third Grade Parents Third Grade Parents

Total* Appalachian Rural* Urban*

Respondent "EV 22%
i

Spouse 7% 6% 8%

Both 4% , n 4%

Neither, NA 64% 69% 59%

nol,015 ns358 nie362

*Please note: In the remaining tables of this report, unleis otherwise.indicated,

Appalachian Rural will be used to designate the 358 parents/of third graders

living in Rural Appalachia and Urban will be used- td designate the 362 parents

of third graders living in Urban counties. Total will refer to all the 1,015

.interviewed in the survey.
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Reasons given by the respondents planning to return to school were:

.1) to àbain additionartraining beyond high school

-2) to obt *n a GED

3) earn i-college degree. I

Overall 50% of the main respondents were in the labor force. There

was, however, considerable variation by Region.

Respondents' Work Status

Full-time
Part-time
Looking. f 1% 0 .2.1

Total 0, in labor force
na1,015 % nR358 11362

-)

Total ) Appaladhian Rural Urban

Mc- 27%

. Most of the jobs,held by Rural respond nts ebuld.be classified as

1) clerical, 2) operative, or 3) servi,ce. Most. of the j heleby'

f---77 /--) \
Urban respondents were 1) 2) se ice and 3 professional.

6

Preparation for Parenthood

When parents were asked if they had had any other p vious experience

raising children, 30% replied "yes:' This questionswas op nto the respon-

dent's interpretation. When asked'to explain what the p vious'experience

.
consisted of, Appalachian Rural respondents named 1) raii ng own children

ear"e familk) 2) helping raise younger siblings and art-time

--N
,experience with children (as babysitter, teacher, nurses etc.). Urban

, r

respondents first named 1) younger siblings followed by 2) own children

_and 3) part-time experience.

A'second infeTred measured of previous experience was"whether or not

. ,

the sampl( child had older brothers qesisters in the home. Fifty-nine
,

percent of the Appalachian Rural respondents hacqjan older child in the

home; 55% of the Urban respondents had such a child.



Thinking back to an earlier,Aime in their lives (before fiaving childfifl)

respondents were asked whether oT not they hpd had,qar%cleat idea'of what

a

it would be like to be a parent." Sixty-seven percent responded "no,"

Ahat they had not had a'Clear idea. Rural-parents were even less likely

than Urban parents to feel that they understood what.parenting would be

like beforehand. (Ruval 73%, Urban 63%)

Finally parents were asked if they had hid any courses in school

which might have' helped peePare them to be parents. Approximately 40%:.,

named.such a course, although only 27% Tisidered

been befleficial when the real experience of being

The majority of coUrses named were hciale economics

that the course had

a parent occurred.

couri-es and the main

reasen they were considered usefUl by some had to 4o With'knowledge about

.

',
dr"v

cooking and-sewing and child.cdre. Criticisms offered of courses taken
4.

: r

in school were 1) that they were too general, too'theoretioal 2) that.

they were meaninglesi before the actual experience of being a parent
-

and 3fi0t "eh ging fiies Made much information irrelevant.

PretL Parenting Situation
,

There was an attempt in each interview to determine the life circum-

1)t

tances,in whfch the parenting was taking placenowledge'of type of family

s rUctUre, of the avai bility of inhers to whom parent(s) can turn for
..

ong-term support or for thort term child care are important in understand-

ing the present parenting situation. Jiihether or not the parent(s) is or'

feels alone in shouldering the responsibilities orparenthood,And whether

or n'ot iother adults"'are exerting signifiCant influence on the child have

many fm lications for the quality of ihe parenting as experienced by'both

parent and child;



Looking at type of family structure it is evident that being a single

parent was more %Ramon in the Urban counties (199 than in the Rural

ounties (7%).

Type of 'Family Structure

Totl *ApPaiachian Rural

Nuclear 78%, ç $2%

-Single.parent -12% 7%

Extended A: '

(Nuclear plus'
others) 7%.

Extended B
(Single-parent
plus. others) 3%

,
= 1,015

, 3%

n = 158

Urban

73%
19%

5%

4% .

n = 362

When asked about,arrangements'fOr thild care when the respondent had

to_be away, aver 80% of all sample parents sai,d that,ticey used some type

44,

ld care arrangement regularly. The difference between the Appalachian

Rural and Urban saMples was that Urban parents tended to use child care

arrangements ofien,wherewAppalachianRural'Parents used

Most commOnly used child care providers were:

Appalachian Rural

1) Family member (other than immediate
family or child's grandparents)

2) Ngighbortfriendfbabysitter

3) taternal.Arandparent

In response to regular pooling, or sharing

Urban

them seldom.

1) Neighbor/friendl
babysitter

) Family member (other than
immediate family and child's
randparents)

3) Materhal,grandparent

arrangements with other parents,

(e.g., takingjchiidren to school bus, to special lessons) Urban parents (21%)

were much more likely to use such arrangements than were Appalachian. Rural

parents (10%).

'
However, probably a better indication of a more long-term type of

parental support were responses to the following question:

13
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that you (pnd your husband) have the Main reslionsibility for raising (child's

naMe), I Would be interested in knowing who else 20u entrust with some

responsibility for his/hercye and upbringing-at this time?"

Who Else Do You EntTust With
Some Responsibility For Your Child?

1 person
2 perslons'

3 or more
persons

,No one

Total

27% 84%
36%,

15%
n=1,015

Appalachian Rural Urban

85%
19%
28% f

35%

17%
n=358

82% 26%
37%

16%
n=362

e Persons NaMed As Sharing

Child's maternal grandpareni
Total

Relatives other than child's
grandparents

.38%

Chilli's older siblings 31%
Child's paternal grandparent 26%'

Friend/neighbor , 26%

,Worker in child's organization 10%

BidlOgical parent 4%

Thug we see that most parents do share

with several other persons. Relatives

Responsibility

Appalachian
45%
44%

32%
28%

26%
9%

3%

Rural Urban
Tft-
33%

32%
.23%
29%

5%

responsibility for their child,,often

were the most likely candidates, with

a maternal grandparent heading the list.

who also named a friend or a worker in

physical therapisi).

However, there were some parents

an organization (e.g., teacher, coach,

We were also interested.in other adults who are important influences-
;

on children. Therefore; parents were asked, "Are there other adults (in

addition to yourself and your husband) whom your child really enjoys knowing,

responds to-in a special way or is emotionally *attached to?" Again we

discovered that, in the majority of cases, there were such adults in the

sample child's lile. And while there was

often not the same personS who were ent

.child.

some overlapping, these were

ted with responsibility for the

14.



Other Adults Child is
Emotionally. Attached to

Total
1 person
2 persons 25% 81%

3 or more 29%

persons
No one 19%

v

Appalachian Rural Urban
'30%

82%
24%
29%1
29%

18%

82% 21%
31%

18.5%

10161 ons Named in Rank Order
(5 e in the two Regions)

1) Relatives other than child's grandparents
2) Friend/neighbor/babysitter
3) Maternal grandparent
4) Paternal grandparent
5) Workers in organizations
6) Older siblings

Needs, Problems.as Parents

lo

Parents were asked three questions concerning theiriperceptions of their

needs as parents. These Were 1) whether they felt they had special problems
1

as parents 2) whether they had unanswered questions related to parenting

and 3) whether there were any particul typét of help for parents which was

needed but not available locally. Overall approximately one-half of all

our respondents perceived themselves as having one or more needs. However,

as,is evident in the following table, some needs ere more characteristic

of Rural parents, others of Urban parents. Urban.paren s were more likely

to say they had special problems or,unanswered questions. Rural parents

were much more likely to say that some type of needed help was unavailable
_

r,
in their communities.



Perceived Needs of Parents

Total Appalachian Rural

Yes,
Special Problems 22% 18%

Yes,
Unanswered Questions 23% 19%

Yes,
Help Unavailable Locally 24% 30%

n=1 01S 41-358

Urban

26%

24%,

17% '

n-362

Explanations of these...needs were similar across the Regions. The

most common explanations of special problems were 1) Problems.of being

a single parent, a stepparent or an adoptive parent,and 2) child's ill-

ness, either physical or emotional.

Unanswered questions most frequently had to do with child develop-

ment and/or parenting skills (e.g., "what are the stages children go

through," "how to develop a good relationship with child," "how to know

whether or not I am doing a good job as a parent?"). ,The second most

common category was School-related questions and the third had to do with

Special situations (e.g.', how to deal with being a single paraft: with full

responsibility, or having a family member addict% to alcohol or drugs,

being new in Community).

Explanations of needed parental help not available locally covered a

wide range of types. However, hithest mentions were ,received for Facilities
"T.

and programs to help parents (centers, hot lines, speCific kinds of help

for specific situations, e.g., parents of handicapped children, parents

of teenagers). The next most frequently mentioned need was for Youth

activities and recreatiOn centers.

An Index of Perceived Needs of parentswas developed from the three

questions just discussed. Respondents were rated according.to the number

of those questions to which their responded "yes". The possible scores

ranged from 0 to 3. Results were as follows:

*



Score - Total

S096-

Appalachian Rural Parents Urban Parents

0

1

2

3

SO%

13%

3%

'51%

34%
1 S.-'13% W

2%

Sli
33%

4%

.n=1,015. n6358 n=362

When the Perceived Needs Index was run.as a possible effect of a

number of independent variables,it was clear that there are important

differences within the.Regions as well as between them. Some examples

of these differences are provided in the following tables.

. or

46.

4.

1 7

oanr.

12,
$4".4
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APePALACHIAN RURAL

Respondents' .Education

Perceived
Parental Needs Less Than High School High School Graduate Some College, or More

, Graduate

..No needexprested --7-7E72-t 49%

One or more needs 38%* 51%'.

expressed

URBAN

45%

Respondents' Education

Perceived Less Than High School High School Graduate Some College.or More

Parental Needs Graduate .

.

No needs expressed 57% 54% 37%

One or more needs ,. 43% 46%- ), 63%

expressed

Higher edUcational attainment is associated with a higher perceived need score. One can speculate that

those with higher education may have different attitudes leading to greater expectations for quality of

family life. Greater knowledge. of possibilities for, help may 'also be involved.

'

19



APPALACHIAN RURAL

Type of Family Structure

-Perceived
Parental Needs Nuclear Single;-Parent Extended A*

m

No needs expressed

One or more needs

Extended B*

54% 29% 50% 43%

46% 71% 50% 47%

expressed I

Perceived
Parental Needs

,No needs expressed

'One or more needs
expressed

,--.:

URBAN

Type of Family Structure

Nuclear Single-Parent Extended A* Extended B*

52% 36% 40%. 56%

48% 64% 60% 44%

1. Nuclear includes Reconstituted families,
2. Extended Family A are Nuclear families plus other related persons.

3. Extended Families B are Single-Parent families living with other related persons.

Single parent families are more likely to express parental needs than any other type of family structure.

This is more evident among Appalachian Rural parents than among Urban parents. Possibly because there

ate fewer single-parent 'families in the'Rlitalscounties, they may therefore-perceive themselves as

being in a more unique situation than Single-parents in an Urban area. Also, it is probably\true

that more formal support services are available to single-parent families in the Urban areas.

2 fi
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SOURCES OF ADVICE AND HELP

This section will explore various types of help available to parents,

namely informal contacts, formal contacts and.media contacts. Some

discussion

provided.

'who or what

,

of the,ways our sample parents used these types of help will be
't

Finally, where parents turn fer,.elp in speciiic situations and

they consider their one major source of advice and help will

be pres.med.

Infomal Contacts As Sources of HOlor

Informal contacts ore defined as close, primary relationships.with

family and friendt. There were two measures of these types of contacts ,

as sources of help in child-rearing.

First, parents were asked, "About how often do you talk with other,_

parents you know about your child or child-rearing in general?" Those

who replied in the affirmative were asked whether such talks were helpful

to them and if so, why. Results were as follows:

How Often Parents Talked With _Other Parents

Often, (onde a week or mote)
Fairly often (1 to 3 times

a month)
Not often or never

Yes

6
Total (-1-ik(o. Rural Urban

5% 711

12% 11% 10%

24% 23% 29%

n=1,015 nim358 nm.362

Do You Find These Talks Helpful?
84% 88% 81%

There were few differences across the Regions. Such talks were helpful

because they provided opportunities to "share aui compare with other parents

facing similar situations, to support each other." ''rSecondary benefit was

"learning new ideas, improving parenting skills."
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A second measure of informal contact was a question asking parerrei if

there were a person(s) among their close relatives and friends with whom

0/ley\especially likeito discuss (the sample child) or child-rearing in

---genezil. Seventy-four percent replied thatjthere was such a person.

Just who these persons were varied somewhat by Region. Among Appalachian ,

Rural parents first choice was "i relative other than child's grandparents"

followed by "a' maternal grandparent"and a "very close friend." Among Urban

parents a "very close friend" was first,fbllowed by a "maternal grandparent"

and "a relative other 4an child's grandparent." Respondents who had such

confidants agreed that the talks were helpful becauseqhese persons 1) were

understanding, easy to talk to, accessible 2) had had experience with chil-

dren, either personal OT professional and/or 3) had children of the same

age, faced situations similar to their own.

Thus understanding and support were the paramount benefits áf all

these parents' informal relationships.

Media as Sources of Help

Our data indicate that the media are not as important as sources

of help and advice as are personal contacts, either formal or informal.

Twenty-seven percent said they had recently read a book about child care

or,raising children. Twenty-five percent had read something on the

subject in a newspaper and only 18% had read something in a pamphlet,

special newsletter or bulletin. Our respondents were most likely to have

read about child-rearing in a magazine (41%). In each case, among those

who had read something, a smaller number remembered what the articles were

about and still fewer had discussed them with anyone else. There was some vari-
,

ation by Region however. Urban parents were more likely to have recently



read about child-Tearing than were Ruralliparents._

Percent Who Had Reteptly
Read About Child-Rearing

ir 1Appalachia Rural

In magazines
In pamphleti, newsletters 14%

In newspapers 20%

In books 25%

Urban
74-517
21%

31%
28%

Slfghtly over 6ne-half (55%).of all parents said reading materi

,

coUld be more helpful to parents if written in laymp erms, by people

with first hand experience and if they were more readily available.

When asked about television programs (concerning children and parents)

viewed in recent monthsr.we againjound thatthe Urban parents were
'S

somewhat more likely (51%) to have seen such programs than were the
\

Appalachian Rural patents (43%). Almost two-thirds of-ell the parents

felt television programs $otild be more helpful to parents. Their main

-
tugpstions were l) have bore programs about raising children 2) eliminate

;

violence, set good examples pod 3) be.mOre realistic, specific,factual.

These data provide evidence that, although mass media are not a

primary source of help and advice to parents, they could be more helpful

than at presnt. Television and magazines seem to be the best media'

channels for Teaching parents.

Formal Contacts as Sources of Help

Formal contacts are defined'as those of a secondary nature, in which

the relationihip is segmental rather'than with the whole person and in

which the institutional, affiliation largely, defines the character of the

6

interaction's:

24
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In o4r interviews, parents were asked about their contacts with school

staff, with members of the medical professiop and with other adults who

work withiheir ahildren (e.g., scout lea4gr, coach). In addition parents

were asked about their organizational ]Rembership(s) and whether or not.these

related in any wpy to their parental role.

A. Parents and the Schools. For parents, probably the single most

important community organization is the school system. Yet authors over

the decades have discussed the difficulties and striins inherent in

sehool-family relations (Waller, 2932; lightfoot, 197#). The Base Sample

SurveY sought to obtain measures of the quantity'of contact between

parents and school staff within the past year. It also inquired into
p

the quality of these contacts, from.the parents' perspec
rsI

The most zoinmon school contact of these parents was of cou se

their child's teacher(s). The following offers

quantity of thesd,contacts.

some indica ion of the

How Often Parents Talked to Teacher(s)

Often (more than once a month)
Total Alopal. Rural Urban

17%

7-12 times a year 6% 6% 6%

27:6 times a year 52% 48% 57%

Once a year 16% 16% 16%

Never 10% 10% 4%

DK, NA 2% 2% 3%

n=1,015 n=358 n=362

An interesting descrepancy was revealed between parents' assessment

of the helpfulness of their talks with teachers and their opinions as to

whether or not such talKs co d be improved. The majority of parents were

positive regarding their chool contacts. (This was even more true for

Urban parents than for Rur 1 parents.) Yet, only a minority felt that

these talks could not be improved.
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In General, How Helplul,Have Talks With Teachers Been?

Total Appalachian Rural Urban

Very Helpful -§gr.- 52% -

SomeWhatwHelpful .32% ' 36% 26%

Not at all Helpful 5% , /6% 6%

DK,'NA 7% 6% . 3%

Could Talks With Teachers Be'More Helpful?

fotal Appnlachian Rural Urban.

No -12i- 23% 740c-

Yes 44% 53% 44% .

Don't Knew 21% 22% 15%

NA 3% 2% 1%
.,

1

.

. -

Thus it is obv,ious that, in spite of their generally positive 'attitude,

19

most parents are far from being entirely satisfied with theii 'school contacts.

Suggestions for improvement were similar across the Regions.: Most freqUently

mentioned was, "School staff should take the initiative rn getting to %now

parents by providing more opportUnities and more time for meaningful talks" \

(Rural 35%, Urban 43%). The next Most frequently mentioned suggestion,was

Is{

that "Parents should show more interest in school and child's activities,

be more open to suggestions from teachers" (Rural 17%, Urban.14%). Urban

parents also felt stiongly that teachers should diagnose problems early and
.4,

communicate these to parents.

B. Parents and the Medical Profession. Parents were asked the same

questionsabout the medical profession that they had been asked about the

school staff.. In genoral parents had had fewer contacts with dociors

(regarding the sample child) than they had had with teachers. Within :

the past year, approximately 30% had had no sdch contacts, 30%'had had

one contact, and 40% had talked with a doctor two or more times.

\Regarding the quality their contacts with the medical professionb

the results were similar to those for parent-teacher interactions. Most

parents felt these contacts had been helpful; once\rn the Urban parents

26
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were even more positive than the Rural parents. However, only 32% indicated

complete satisfaction by saying,such talks could not be:made more helpful.

The large "don't know" response seems .63 indicate uncertainty about the
4 ,

quality of the contacts.

In General, How Helpful Have-Talks With DOctors Been?
,.

Total
,

Appalachian Rural Urban
67:6Very Helpful . 67.1V 55%

Somewhat Heliful 27% 32% , 23%

Not ai all Helpful 5% 06 . 4%.

DK, NA 7% 8% , 7%

Could Talks With Doctors. Be More Helpful?

TOtal Appalachian Rural , Urban
No 'SR 30% N 3:4%

Yes_ 41% .44% 42%

Pon't Know 26% 25% 22%,

NA 1% 1% 2%

Most frequently mentioned suggestions for ibproving'the quality of

parent-doctor talks were "that doctors should give more information,

answer questions, give more of their time" (Rural 28%, Urban 25%).,

C. Parents and Other Adults. When asked about'the organizations ,

(besides school) in which the child participated, we learned that the

majority of the sample children do participate in one or more -such organ-
_

izations. Urban children were more likely than Rural ones to participate.

Number of Organizations Child Belongs To

0

1

2

3 or'more

Total

74%

Appalachian Rural' Urban

82%.

tv.--26%

24%
13%

32%
39%
19%1
Pe

67%

18%

2*8%

18%

These groups were most frequently church-related or national organizations

such as Scouts, 4-H, etc. Parents of the children who did belong to these
_dr

organizations tended to either talk fteqüently br not at ap with the adults

2 7 ,



who worked wi h their children. ,In general, parents did not consider

these talks t be as helpful as had beenthk,talks wipi teachers or
_

doctors. The re son-for this less positive attitude seemed to be that
.0( -

most of these we e casual contacts. There were seldom formally arranged

conferences or a tempts to deal with important problems or concerns.

'D.. Parents and Org zational Membership. Finally there was an

r
inquiry into the organizationa membership(s) of parents and' any possible

influence they might have on hild-rearing. Church membership per se

is exOuded from this discussion. However, church-related groups are

included. The most stYiking finding was the fact that large numbers

of parents belonged to no organizatibn or group. This *as particularly

true, of the Rural parents and was more true.of the fathers than the
-

mothers.- -

,
Organizational Membership.

. Appalachian Rural =Urban
Mothers Fathers Mothers Fathers

,None 42% 49i 23% 38%

21

Mothers who did have organizational memberships,-most often belonged'

,to a school-related group such as PTA/PTO, Parent Advisory Council

(Rural 39%, Urban 64%). Thenext most frequently mentioned membership

.was a church-related one (Rural 16%, Urban 22%). For fathers, however,

the.-situation was quite different.: The most common memberhip for Rural

'lathers was a work-related one (professional or union 25%), followed by a

school-related organization (15%). The molt cbmmon organizational member-
.

ship for Urban fathers was school-related (41%) followed by work-related

v(pfessional or Union, 34%).

4'
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Thirty-four percent of the Rural respondents and 46% of the Urban

, respondents said thit-their organizational membership(s) provided 'some

opportunities to get advice or talk over their concerns" about the sample

child. Most of the particular organizations referred to were school-

related; however,a few were church-related. When asked how such oppor-

tunitieS were helpful to them the responses varied by Region.

How Organizational Memberships
Are Helpful in Child-Rearing

(rhree Highest Mentions in Rank Order)

Appalachian Rural Urban

' .

1. "A chance to find but what our children
are doing" (39%)'

24. "A chance.to discuss and compare with
other parents" (17%)

3. "The opportunity to'get advice, hear
talks, etc." (15%)

n=118

22

1. "A chance to discuss and compare
with other parents" (24%)

2. "The opportunity to get advice,
here talks, etc." (19%)

3. "A chance to find out what our
children are doing" (14%)

n=166

Most Important Source of Advice and Help

Respondents who agreed that "all parents need help" were asked to name

their most important sourc'e of advice and help in rearing the sample child. By

far the highest number of responses were "own parents or in-laws." However,

when viewed by region, "own parents or in-laws" were a somewhat less important

sburce for Urban parents than for Rural ones while the converse was true for

"friends" and "spouse/self/biological nt." Overall it appears that

informal sourceS were much more likely to be tioned as the most important

source of help than either formal or media sources.



Most Important

Own parents or in-laws
Spouse, self, biological pareht
Other family
Friends, co-workers

Source of Advice and Help

Total Appalachian Rural.

2-7%
9%
3%

7%

28%
6% 4,-

n 4%
4%

SUBTOTAL INFORMAL. , 46% 42%

Prayer, church, Bible minister 11% 12%

Doctor, pediatrician 5% 5%

Child's teacher
school staff

5% 5%

.Pamily Services 1% 1%

,Parenting classes .2% .3%

SUBTOTAL FORMAL 22% 23%

Reading materials 4% 2%

Do not agree that parents need help 22% 25%

DK, NA 6% 7%

n=1,015
%

n=358

30-

Urban
23%
10%

2%

11%

46%.

20

20%

"7%

n*362

.
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Specific Situations and Sources of Help

Another method of determining respondents' sources of advice and help

was to preient them with vignettes of specific situations commonly experienced

by peTts and ask where they would turn for help if they found themselves in

a like situation. The five specific vignettes had to do with:

1) a growth and development question or concern

2) a health problem

3) a,social-emotiona1 question or concern

4)1a learning problem

5) a question about their child's opportunities for higher

eduCation.

. We were interested in finding out where parents liould turn for help first

and then next. In terms of our preceeding discussions of the various

types of sources of help, ii is cleir that parents.could choose to turn

first to an informal source (family and friends), to a media source (reading

material, televisinn) or to a formal source (school staff,'doctor, social

' welfare caseworker, etc.).

What 14 found'Was that,irt, the case of these five spacific situations,

most parents 'indicated they would turn, first to a formal source of help.

Thus for a growth and development question, 70% would turn first to a

doctor. For a health problem experienced by their child, 93% would turn

first to a doctor. Responses were most varied in response to a social-

emotional concern. Yet even in this case, the highest response was the

school (35%) f 11 wed by the child-(14%), the church (10%), the doctor

or clinic (9%) id a family member (0). For a learning problem parents

overwhelmingly
(
said they would turn first to the school (87%). In regard

to a question about the child's opportunities for a good education, parents

would turn to the schools (65%) first and to colleges'second (7%).

,
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Differences between Rural and Urban parent responses were small. When asked

where they would turn next (if the first source of help did not work out),

formal sources were lower but were still the highest type of response.

Informal sources increased somewhat, and "Don't know" responses increased

a great deal. The following table illustrates the break-doWn by formal,

informal and media sources for "Where would you turn first?" and "Where

wouTa-you turn'next?"

Types of Help Sought in Specifid Situation's

Growth and Development

Formal
-Informal
Media
DK, NA

Health

Appalachian Rural
First Next

74% 49%

13%, - 17%

10% 9%

4% 26%-

First
71%
11%
14%
4%

Urban
Next
45%
17%
8%

30%

Appalachian Rural 'Urban

First Next . First Next

Formal
Informal

96% 73%,,

2% 4%

95%
2%

65%
4$

Media .3% .6% .6% 1%

DK, NA 3% 22% 3% 31%

.-r-

Social-Emotional
Appalachian Rural Urban

First Next First Next

Formal
Informal

55% 40%

22% 17%

54%,

24%

41%
14%

Media 3% 1 2% 5% 3%

DK, NA 21% 41% 18% 41%,

Learning
Aiipalachian Rural Urban

First Next First Next

Formal 94% 62% 93% . 64%

Informal 4%' . 11% 3% 8%

Media 0 0 0 0

DK, NA 2% 28% 4% 28%

Higher Education
Appalachian Rural Urban

First Next First Next

Formal 76% 45% 69% -39%

Informal .8% 1% 2% ..9%

Media .3% .6% 4% 4%

DK, NA 23% e2% 26% 57%'

32,
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Thus, although these parents ,have strongly indicated the importance of

family and friends as sources of help and support in child-rearing, it

appears that when faced, with a specific problem or concern which requires

attention, parents tend to turn first to a formal or professional source.

AWARENESS AND UTILIZATION

OF LOCAL PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Awareness of Types of Services Aailable

Parents were asked about four different types of 'programs or services

for families and whether these were available in their'communities or

'cobnties. If a respondent replied "yes," she or he mit then expeeted to

provide the name or a brief description of the program or agency. During

the coding procedure any agency or program mentioned by a respondent was

matched with the list of local prokrams and services known to exist in

, that county,*

What is most striking about the results is that, in most cases, less

than one-half of the respondents were familiar enou these types

of local programs to describe or namethem. The e exception was the

type of programs/services "that provide assistan families facing

difficugt situations, e.g., financial, health, rug abuse problems."

Sixty-six percent of the total sample were able to name or describe such

a program which corresponded to one, on our community survey list.

However only 41% were familiar with proilms/agencies "that provide any

kind of preparation for parenthood,"" 40% w,e.faiuiliar with programs

"that try to provide for parents' own needs, aside from their roles as

*This information was obtained by means of community surveys of programs

and services which were carried-out by local interviewers prior to the

interviewing stage. It should be notd that all foUr types of programs
and services were represented in every county in which parents were

interviewed.

3 3
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parents' (e.g:, ihe development of interests, coOmunication skills, job

training) and only 19% were familiar with prOgrains "that provide a groui;

or service to parents who have no particular prol;lem, but whi5 just want

to learn to be better, more effective Arent." When viewed by Region,

it iS apparent that the Appalachian Rural parents were Ytss aware

of three of the es of services than Were the Urban parent's.

Awareness o iffer t Types of Programs/Services
Av lable Locally

Could name/describe a
program that provides Total

1) Preparation for,parenthood -Try
2) Assistance to families facing 66%

difficult situatiOns
,

3) An opportunity to learn to-be 19%

more effective parents
4) For parents own needs as 40%

individuals
,

n=1,015

A . RUral Urban

63%

14%

35%

n=358

-4"2X-
64%

25%

- 46%

.n=362

Parents who did not know whether one-iit-latif; of ihe four types of

programs were available, were asked where they wdhid go to find out, if
,

,

the need should arise. Slightly over one-half said they would turn to

an agency for such informatioh; only a small number said they would turn ,

.to a friend or a family member. The particular agencies most frequently

mentioned were a social service agency or a sch6ot. The most interest-

ing relevation, however, turned out to t)e the high percentage of these

\parents who said "Don't know" or who would not answer the question at

11 (Total 26%, Appal. Rural 30%, Urban 30%). This subsample of respond-

ents not only do not know about programs or services that are available

to them, but they haVe'no idea where to go to find out whether or not

they are available.,

Variations in Awareness by Education

When a third variable, educational attainment, was related to aware-

ness of programs and Region of residence, it was again apparent that

there are differences within the Regions as well as between them.
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Awarenesp of Programs/ Less Than High School More Than Less Than **Ugh Schnool More Than

Services that provide ,High School Graduate High School High School Graduate High School

32% 29% 36% 18% 21% 40%

Awareness of Programs/Servicet by Level of Education

APPALACHIAN RURAL URBAN

1) Preparation for
parenthood

2) Assistance to 52% 65% 69% 34% 43% 59%

families facing .

difficult situa-
tions

,,-

3) An opportunity to 11% 7% 18% 7% 9% 25$

learn to be more
effective parents

,..

4) For parents own 19% 30y 39% 16% 30% 37%

needs as ipdividuals

'
In every,case, respondents with higher education were more aware of the loeal programs and

services.



Familiarity and Utilization of Specific Local Progam* and Services

Respondents were also asked to respond,to a list of names of specific

programs or services in their,communities or counties. For each name,

parents were asked three things: 1) "had they ever heard of stich a pro-

gram,",2) "were they familiar with the program" and 3) "had they ever

used the program." The following table presents the mean.numbers for

each Region.

Mean Numbers of Specific Local Programs/Services Respondents
Had Heard of:

Appalachian Rural
12.9

Urban
15.7

Mean Numbers of Specific Local Programs/Services Respondents
Were Familiar With:

Appalgehian Rural
8.7

Urban
11.0

Mean Numbers of,Specific Local Programs/Services Respondents

Had Used:*

Appalachian Rural
5.0

Urban
4.7

First it is obvious that respondent* were less likely to have used a

4;

program/service than to be familiar with the program and were less likely

ta be familiar with the program than to have heard of it. Secondly, there

are Regional differences. Urban parents had heard of and were familiar

with more programs and services for parents And children than were Rural

parents. But there was little difference in utilization of the programs/

services.

However, the numbers of programs/service available were not equal
-4

across counties. In general, in Urban counties there were more and

varied programs/services for families. Therefore, another way to look

3 7
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at, these data is fo determine what per,e-itt of the total; number-:;of pro-

6

grams in each County respondents were aware of arid had utilized. When

this is dono\ the 'picture. changes. Rural parents are seen io be Somewhat
,

- .

more aware,.Of Illo:totality of available programs/Services than were the

Urban parents. And Rural parents had.acfually used a6higher percentage of

the programs available to thesi than had the Urban:parents.

.Average Percept Of; Total Number of Local Programs/Services Respondents
Had Heard of; .

AppalaChian Rural Urban
68.8% 64..4%

Average Percent of 'Total Number of, Local Programs/Services Respondents

Were Familiar -With: :

Appalachian Rural Urban
48.31\ , 44.4%

Average Percent of Total Number of Local Programs/Services Respondents

Had USed:

lk
Appalachian RUral Urban

26. 1.6%W 7

Or



ATTITUDES

Attitude Toward Receiving Help As A Pareht

As is well known, attitudes are important because they influence

behavior. Parents who believe they should be self-sufficient in their

parenting role, will not be likely to seek\or accept help or advice.

Practitioners who work with families have,pold us that this kind of

attitude can cause problems. Therefore, we decided to try to tap this

attitude,hy asking parents whether or not they agreed that "in today's

world everyone needs some kind of help in rearing children." An undis-

puted majority respbnded "Yes" (Total 77%, Rural, 73%, Urban 78%). But

what about the 23% who did not agree that everyone needs help? What do.

we know about them? We know that they do not correspond exactly with

those who said they."entrusted no one with some responsibility" for the

sample childnor do they correspond exactly with those who expressed

no needs.. We also know that they tend to be the respondents with lower

educational attainment as seen in the following table. A more intense

deviant analysis would be of intereSC

Educational Levels of Respondents
Who ,Do Not Agree that All Parents

Need Help

Urban

Less Than
High School-

High School
Graduate

More Than
High School

"Do not agree" 29% 19% 12%

Rural
"Do not agree" 25% 24% 17%

39
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Attitude Toward Being A Parent

.Sixty-seven percent of. our total respondents said they did not have a

clearlidea of whpt it would be like to be a parent before actually becoming

one.. Fifty percent said there were things they wishothey had known before

becoming a parent, and 81% felt strongly that there were things they wourd

like to pass on to help their children become good parents.

Most respondents who said the parenting experience differed from their

expectations explained that it was "more difficult, demanding, time consuming"

and that they-had not anticipated uthe degree to which their lives would be

\ '

changed, the lack of freedom, etc." These parents wished that they ad

)
known beforehand just Wow great the responsibility would be, in terms of

time and expense. Many wished they had waited until they were older to

marry and have a family.

There was little differfnce between Appalachian Wral
,

and the Urban

parents in the responses to these questions. They were in complete agree*
,

pent when it came to what they would like to pass on,to thdar children.

) This advfte was, most frequently: 1) "Be ready, not too young, know what

you are getting into" 2) "Have patience, trust, understanding 3) "Have

love. .and the ability to express love."

The Ideal Mother and the Ideal Father

We felt 4 important to gain some understanding of our respondents'

ideal for parents. The question is interesting in itself but is al'so

useful for interpreting parents needs, why th2y may or may not rook.to

,certain sources for help and advice and how they relate to agencies or

organizations.



Parents were asked to think of "a womap poi' know who does .phe overall

best job of being a moifier. What is it that.makes*thiswoman an especially

good mother? How would you describe her?" Similar questions were asked

about "a man you know who does the overall best job of being a father."

The results were sirikingly similar for the RuraLand Urban s'amples.

The only descrepancies ocCur in regard to the ideal father. These Consist

of-some differences in rank order aEter the three Ilighest Illations. For

the ideal father, "good communication" is clearly more important to the

Urban.parents than the Rural ones.

The Ideal Mother
(Qualities Receiving Highest Numbers 'of Mentions)*

Appalachian Rural .-

1. Is patient, understanding 20 (59%)

2. Loves children, showslove 145 (41%)

3. Spends time with children 129 (36%)

4. Has good communication
with children 89 (25$)

5. tares deeply, wants the
best for children 71 (20%)

6. Disciplines children 65 (18%)

n=358

Urban
1. Is patient,. understanding 231 (64%)
2. Loves children, shows love 168 (46%)
3. Spends time with children 145 (40%)
4. Has good.communication

with children -68 (27%)

5. Cares deeply, wants the
best for children 59 (16%)

'6. Disciplines chiidren 50 (14%)
n=362 .

The Ideal Father .

(Qulities Receiving Highest Numbers of Mentinns)* .

Appalachian Rural
, 1. Spends time'with children 224
2. Is patient, understanding 137
3. Loves children, shows love 128

105

91

53

4. Is *good provider
5. Disciplines children
6.. Hat good communication

with children
n-358

Aspirations for Child

Urban
(63%). 1. Spends,time with children 241
(38%) 2. Is patient, understanding 165 (46%)
(36%) 3. Loves children, shows ldve148 (41%)
(29%) 4. Has good communication 90 (25%)'

(25%) with children
(15%) 5. Is good provider 78,(22%)

6. Disciplines children 71 (20%)

n=362

Parents were asked three kinds of questions related to aspirations.

These had to do with their hopes for the sample child's educational

*Mutliple mentions by most respondents.
(
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attainment, for her/his octupation and the kind of personal qualities they

would like the sample child to have as'an adult.

Edudation. Overall approximately one-half of our respondents would

like their children to obtain a college education, less than one-fourth

wpuld be satisfied with high school graduation, and approximately onr-

)

foprth would leave it up to the child's abilities and wishes'. Urban

parents were less likely than Rural parents to be satisfied with a high

school, education. ,

Aspirations for Child's Educational Attaintent

High School Graduate
Total
-51-

Appal. Rural Urban
23% 13%

College Education 49% 47% 52%

As far as child can
and wants to

26% , 25% 28%

Vocational_Education 3% 3% 3%

Post. Grad. 2% 1%, 3%'

DK, NA , 1% 1% 1%

n=1,015 n=358 - n=362

Occupation. Slightly over one-half of all respondents declined to

name a particular kind of occupAtion they would like for their child.

Ivstead they replied "whatever he/she wants." Approximately 30% named

a profesSion of some kind, with the remaining responses being varied.

Aspirations for Child's Occupation

Whatever he/she wants
Total' Appal. Rural Urban,
55% 54% 54%

Some sort of profession 29% 27% 32%

Other (trade, clerical 9% 11% 9%

good paying, etc.)
DK, NA 7% nr S%

n=1,015 n=3,58 n=362
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tPersonal Qualities. Personal qualities most desired or the sample

child as an adult-were compared for Rural and Urban parents. "Respectable,

. trustworthy, honest" ranked highest and "Caring, loving" ranked second -

with Rural Third Grade par.ents; these s:were ranked in reverse

by Urban Third

Aspirations

Total

Grade parents.

(Numbers
for Child's Personal

of Mentions

Appal. Rural

Qualities
in Rank Ordex)*

As An Adult

Urban
1. Caring 559 (55%) 1. Respectable 195 (54%) l. Caring 222 (61%)

2. Respectable 532 (52%) 2. Caring. 180 (50%) 2. Respeciable 171 (47%)

3. Own Person 261 (26%) 3.iWell-like4 93 (26%) 3. Own Person 110 (30%)

4. Well-Liked 239 (24%) 4. Own Person 74 (21%) 4. Well-liked 77 (21%)

5. Hard Worker 182 (18%) 5. Hard Worker 60 (17%) 5.'Hard Worker 64 (18%)

6. Satisfied 157 (15%) 6. Christian 59 (16%) 6. Satisfied 62 (17%)

7. Christain 155(15%) 7. Satisfied 42 (12%). ,7. Christian 51 (14%)

8. Educated 88 ( 9%) 8. Educated 31 ( 9%) 8. Educated 34 ( 9%)

9. Good Citizen 36 ( 4%) 9. Good Citizen 8 ( 2%) 9. Good Citizen 16 ( 4%)

10Healthy 14 ( 1%) 10.Healthy 6 ( 2%) 10. Healthy 4 ( 1%)

n=1,015 n=358

*Mutliple mentions by most respondents

Who or What Will Have an Impact'on Child's Future

n=362

7

After the discussion of aspirations for-the sample child, parents were

asked how much they believed different persons, organizations, br institu-

tions would influence their child's future (the attainment of the aspira-

tions). Not surprisingly most respondents believed they and their spouses

would have a great deal of influence-on the way their child turned out.

Less predictably parents rated the school as having almost as much influili

as they would. All other infiuences mentioned were rated much lower.
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Perceived Influences on Child's Future

Impact of Respondent
A great deal
Sbmewhat
Very little, NA

Imp ct of Spouse

--\...../°1

,
great deal

Somewhat
Very little, NA
Not.applicable (no spouse)

Impact of School
A great deal
Somewhat
,Very little, NA

Impact of Government
A great deal
Somewhat
Very little, NA

Impact of Anything/
Anyone Else*

A great deal
Somewhat
Very little, NA
Not applicable (nothing

else)'

TOTAL APPAL. RURAL URBAN

75% 75% 75%

23% - 24% 24%

I% 1% 1%

69% 74% 65%

19% 1,8%
20%

6% , . 5% 8%

5% 3% 7%

68% 72% 65%

29% 25% 31%,

3% *"3% 4%

22% 21% 23%

46% 48% 44%

32% 31% 33%

37% 33% 37%

17% 16% 19%

6% 896' 7%

40% 42% 37%

36

*The specific others mentioned were most frequefitly: church or minister,

grandparent, biological parent, child's peers and teacher or other adults

who work with child.
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PARENTS OF KINDERGARTEN,
THIRD AND TENTH GRADE STUDENTS:

A COMPARISON

Unlike the previous sections of the report, this section will compare

parents by grade level of the sample child, not by This is due

to the fact that the number of Kindergarten and Tenth grade parents are

small, making further subdivision impossible. The reader should bear'in

mind hOwever that the Kindergarten and Tenth grade parent interviews are /7

more representative of the Appalachian Rural Region than the Urban Region.

Due to various reasons (greater interest and concentration ii some states

than others and different response rates) the Kindergarten and Tenth grade

samples are approximately 70% Appalachian Rural and 30% Urban whereas the

Third grade sample is approximately 50% Appalachian Rural and 50% Urban.

Responses of pitrents of children in Kindergarten, Third and Tenth

grades were similar in some respects, but different in others. This

discussion will foals mainly on the differences. These results are

suggestive only, as the numbers of Kindergarten and Tenth grade parents

are small.

Backgrowid Information

As far as demographic characteristics are concerned, diff(9xencs

were found between the three groups in: length of time lived in th

communities, number of times moved in past five years, education an

labor force participation.

It is obvious, of course, that parents of older children would tend

to be older. It is perhaps not quite so obvious that parents of older

children are much more settled, having lived longer in the same place

than parents oE younger children. Sixty-five percent of the Tenth grade

4 5
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parents had lived in the same community ifer 20 years; this was true of

40% of the Third grade parents and 38% of the Kindergarten parents.

Seventy-three percent a the Tenth grade parents had not moved during\

the past five years compared to 53% of the Third grade parents and only

35% of the Kindergarten parents.

Parents of Tenih graders were less likely than parents of younger

children to have attained more than a high school education. And although

a large number of all respondents planned to go back to school in

the future, this percent was highest for parents of Kindergartc1.240children.

Respondents' Education
By Grade Level of Sample Child,

Kindergarten ' Third Grade Tenth Grade

Less than Iigh School 30% 30% 23%

High Schoo Graduate 35% , 43% 53%

More than High School 36% 27% 23%

n=86 n=720 n=94

Parents' Plans to Return to School .

in Future by Grade Level of Simple Child

Kindergarten Third Grade Tenth Grade

Respondent, yes 53% 26% 26%

Spouse, yes 7% 7% 14%

Both, yes 5% 3% 0%

Pirticipation in the labor force was clearly associated with.higher

grade level of the sample child. The increasing number of res

,

who worked full-time contributed most to these differences.

Respondents' Participation in
the Labor Force by Grade Level of Sample Child .

Kindergarten Third Grade Tenth Grade

Working full-time 17% 33% .41%

Working part-time 17% 14% 18%

Looking for work 1% 2%' 1%

Total in Labor Force 35% 406 60%
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Present Parenting Situation

The great majority of all parents interviewed said they shared

responsibility for the sample child with one or more others. However,

Kindergarten parents were most likely to share the responsibility with

one or more other persons (Kindergarten parents, 97%; Third Grade parents,

83%; Tenth Grade parents, 81%). Grandparents and other relatives were

more often named by Kindergarten parents than the other parents as the

persons who shared responsibility. An older brother or sister of sample.

child was more frequently mentioned by Third Grade and particularly Tenth

grade parents.

The percent of sample children who were emotionally attached to

adults (in addition to parents) did not vary much by grade level, although

it was slightly higher for Kindergarten children. (Kindergarten, 89%;

Third Grade, 82%; Tenth Grade, 86%). The variation in the type of adult

named is of interest, however. These persons were most likely to be

grandparents or other relatives for the younger sample children whereas

for older children they were most likely to be a family friend or neighbor.

Attachment to workers in organizations also increased with age; 11% of

Kindergarten and Third Grade children were attached to such persons; 20%

of the Tenth Grade children were so attached.

Parents of Kindergarten children tended to perceive themselves as

having more needs than the parents of Third or Tenth graders. When the

Pbrceived Need Index was divided into the three ind*cators, it was evi-

dent that Kindergarten parents were more likely than Tenth Grad arents

to feel they had special problems as parents and were more likely than

Third Grade or Tenth'Grade parents to have unanswered questions and to

report that a needed type of help was not available locally.
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Perceived Need Index
for Parents with Children at Different Levels

0 needs expressea-
1 need expressed
2 needs expressed
3 needs expressed

) Yes

Yes

ILILEWE!121
43%
34%
22%1 57%
1%

nic86

Third Grade
Sl%
34%
12%1 49%
3%

nic720

Special Problems as A Parent
By Grade Level of Sample Child

Kindergarten Third Grade
. 22% 22%

Unanswered Questions Related to Parenting
by Grade Level of Sample Child

Kindergarten"
31%

Third Grade
23%

se

Any Type of Needed Help for Parents
Not Available Locally

Kindergarten Third Grade

Yes 28% 23%

Sources of Advice and Help

A. Informal Sources. Informal sources of help in the form of talks

With other parents were sought most often by the Kindergarten parents

although the majority of all respondents said.they talkeckfrequently.

40

Tenth Grade
SS%
30%
14%14S%
1%

n=94

Tenth Grade
14%

Tenth Grade
24%

Tenth Grade
22%

Percent of Respondents Who
Talked Frequently With Other 'Parents

by Grade Level of Sample Child

Kindergarten
% who talked frequently 73%

(once a week or more)

Third Grade Tenth Grade
64% 61%

Adl three groups were agreed that the moat important benefit of thtse talks

was the opportunity to "share and support each other." A lesser but still

important second benefit was the cgance "to learn" from other parents'

experiences.

\-Th,J
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Most parents in all three groups had a favorite person, very close

to them, with whom they discussed parenting (Kindergarten 83%, Third

,Grade 73%, Tenth Grade 80%). For Kindergarten paren s, this person was

most likely to be the "child's maternM grandparent,".followed by a

"close friend" or "other relativa." However, for Third Grade and Tenth

Grade parents "other relatives and/or close friends werepore likely to

be named first." All parents agreed that "understanding" was the most

important quality such a confidante had. In addition, Kindergarten

parents valued persons who "had experience" and were "very informative."

For Tenth Grade parents it was more important that this person haveJ
"children the same age" as theirs.

B. Media Sources. As a whole, parents of the younger children

(Kindergarten) used various media as sources of help more often than

did the other parents Kindergarten parents reported reading more

4magazine articles, boo4, pamphlets and newsletters on subjects of

child-rearing and watching more television programs related to children

and parents than was true for the Third and Tenth grade parents. R ading

relevant articles in newspapers did not vary much. The majority of

parents felt that reading materials and television programs could be mor

lielpful to parents. Suggestions for improvement were the same as th

discussed previously.
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Use of Media as Sources of
Adliice and Help in Child-Rearing
Ry Grade Level of Sample'Child

% who had used the
following in recent
months

Magazines
Pamphlets,
Newspapers
Books,
Televisioh

new4letters

programs

Kindergarten
49%
27%

21%
36%
55%

Third Grade
41%
18%

26%
27%
48%

42

Tenth Grade
34%

13%
26%

24%

C. Formal Sources. The question "How often have you talked with

(sample child's name) teacher(s) in the past year?" elicited irery different

responses from parents of Kindergarten and Third Graders versus the parents

of Tenth Graders. It appears, that the norm for Tenth Grade parents is not

to 'talk with their child's teachers or not to do so more than once a year. ,

Never

How Often Talked With Child's
Teacher(s) Within the Past Year
By Grade Level of Sample Child

Kindergarten Third Grade Tenth Grade

1% 7%

Once 14% 16% 2196'

2-6 times 53% 52% 30%

7-12 times 12% 6% 1%

Often (more than
once a month)

's 19% 16% 1%

DK, NA 1% 3% 2%

n=86 nr720 n=04

When asked how helpful, in general, their talks with teacher(s) had been,

those who had had such talks tended to feel positively about them. However,

it is'clear that the perception that talks were "very helpful" tended to

decrease With the increasing grade level of the sample child.



Very helpful

In General, How Helpful Were Talks With
Teacher(s) by Grade Level of Sample Child

Kindergarten Third Grade Tenth Grade
- io% -674-----

Somewhat 27% 32% 44%

Not at all 1% 6% 5%

NA, DK 1% 2% 10%

4 n=86 n=720 n=94

Similarly, Tenth Grade parents were least likely of the three groUps

to have talked with a doctor about the sample child within the past year.

Number of Times Parents Discussed
Sample Child With A Doctor During Past Year

By\Grade Level of Child
Kinder arten Third Grade Tenth Grade

Never 17% 28% 40%

Once 42% 30% 31%

2-5 times 27 28% 18%

6-9 times 9% S% 2%

10 or more S% 6% 4%

NA, DK -- 3% 4%

n=86 n=720 n=94

The majority of all parents who had talked with a doctor'said the talks

were "very helpful." However, Kindergarten parents were most likely to

say parent/doctor talks could be made more helpful.

As far as organizational membership is concerned, the mothers of

the sample children generally held more such memberships than the fathers.

1;7

However, in comparing the three grade levels, mothers of Kindergarten and

Third Grade children were more likely to hold organizational memberthips

than mothers of Tenth Graders. The two most common types of memberships

for mothers were 1) school-related (PTA, PTO, Parent Advisory Counril, etc.)

and 2) church-related. For fathers, the school-related organizations were

most common only when children were young. iithers of third grade and

tenth grade children most frequently named a work-related organization

(professional, union, etc.).
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Two Most Common Organizutjonal
Memberships for Mothers and Fathers

By Grade Level of Sample Child

First
Second

First
Second

Kindergarten

Mothers

Third Grade
Sch7orgiii;I5M
Church-Related'19%.

Fathers

Work-Related 30%
School-Related 28$

Tenth Grade

School-Related 55%
Church-Related 24%

School-Related 35%
Church-Related 20%

Schoól-Related 33%
Church-Related 21%

Work-Related 30%
School-Related%

721%
Civic Assoc.

Kindergarten parents were more likely than Third or Tenth grade parents

to belong to an organization which provided them opportunities to get help

and advice concerning child-rearing. These particular organizations were

most frequently school- related (PTA, PTO, Parent Advisory Council, etc.)

but some were church-related.

Parents who Belonged to Organizations
that Provided Opportunities to
Get Advice About Child-Rearing

clly Grade Level of SaMple Child

Kindergarten Third Grade Tenth Grade

50% 39% 33%

D. Main Source of Advice and Help. The great majority of parents of

all grade levels agreed that "everyone needs some kind of help in rearing

children." (Kindergarten 85%, Third Grade 76%, Tenth Grade 85%.) When

asked to name their one most important source of advice and help in rearing

the ample child, the three groups of parents responded similarly. Each

group named "own parents or in-laws" mos; frequently and "prayer, Bible,

church minister" next most frequently.

Awareness of Local Programs and Services

As was described earlier all parents were asked about four different

types of programs or services for families. They were asked whether these

types of programs existed in their county and if so, whether they could name

and/or describe specific programs. Responses were matched with our community
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survey of programs. Responses were fairly similar across grade levels of

children. Exceptions were that Kindergarten parents were much more aware

of programs that provide same kind of "preparftion for parenthood" and

Third, Grade parents were somewhat less likely to be aware of programs/

services that provide "assistance to families in trouble."

Awareness of Different Types of Programs/Services
Available Locally

Could name/descri.be
a program/service
that provides

1) Preparation for
parenthood

2).Assistance to
families faeing
difficult situations

3) An opportunity to
learn to be more
effective parents

4) For parents own
needs as
indiyiduals

Kindergarten Third 6rade

45% 29%

65% 52%

10% 12%

35% 27%

Tenth Grade

31%

66%

11%

35%

If they didn't know whether any one of these programs existed in their

.
counties but wanted to find out, Kindergarten parents were more likely than

Third or Tenth grade parents to say they would turn to the school for

information and referral.

Finally the mean numbers of local programs and services which parents

had heard of,were,familiar with and had ever used, were compared by grade

leVel of sample child. There-was found to be little,difference.

Mean Numbers of Local Programs/Services
Respondents Had Heard of, Were Familiar With,

and Had Ever Used, by Grade Level
of Sample Child

Programs/Services Kindergarten Third Grade Tenth Grade

Heard of 13.6 14.3 13.9

Familiar With 9.8 % 9.9 11.7

Ever Used 4.0
.

4.8 4.3
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Attitudes

7' A

A. Preparation for Parenthood. As the ageilevel of the sample children

increased, parents were less likely to say there was "something they wished

they had known before becoming parents" but-more likely ta say'there were

things about being a parent that they "Would like to lets on to their

children.",

Yes

Yes

"Anything You Wish Yeti Had Known
Before Becominua Paxent"

Kindeigarten Parents Third Grade Parents Tenth Grade-Parents

56% Sl% 40%

"Anything you Would Like to Pass
on to Your Child About Being a Parent"

Kindergarten Parents Third Grade Parents -Tenth Grade Parents

77% 79% ' 89%

There was general agreement regarding the substailtive content of these

responses. In all three groups, parents most ofien.wished they had known

.that being a parent is a big responsibiliiy (time-consuming, expensive, etc.)

Parents most often wanted to pass on to their child the imPortance of 1) Being

ready, not too young, know what you're getting ihto and 2) Having patience,

trust and understanding.

B. Aspirations. Some differences were noted between the three parent

groups in the aspirations they held for their children. Kindergarten parents

\

were more likely to want a college4fNucation for their children than was

lktrue for Third Grade or especially tenth Grade parents. At the same ime

the number of parents who said the level of educational attainment

desired for their child would depend on the child's wishes and abilities /
./

increased with the increasing grade level of the child. Similarly, for

occupational aspirations, those who wanted a professional occupation

5 4
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decreased from the Kindergarten te Third and Tenth Grade paren s. -Those

who said they "didn't care" or "whatever the child wished,"

dramatically from Kindergarten to Tenth Grade. As to the personal

increased

qualities they would liketheir children to have as adults, the following

three qualities wexe ranked highest. The three groups of parents were in `'

general agreement except thai the Third Grade parents ranked "Caring" first

and ',Respectable," second. "Respectable" received the highest percent of

mentiohib;, Tenth Grade parents;
,

A

, Three-Highest Ranked Personal QuaAties Named by Parents

(

Kindergarten Third Grade , Tenth Grade

1. Respectable 48 (SA): 1.,.Caring 402. (56%) 1. Respectable 64(68%)
2. Caring 45 (52%) 2. Respectable 36 (51%) 2. Caring 51 454%)

5. Own Person 20 (23%) 3. Own Person . 4 (26%) 3. Own,Person 24 (26%).

,n=86 n=720

When parents were dsked to rate a number of persons

n=94

and organizations

regarding their perceived influenc eton,th6 sample child's future there'were,

bah similarities and differences among the three parent grOups. The most

notable differences were that the influence o school and the spouse

were rated lower py Tenth Grade parents than bTiCndergarten or Third Grade
U.

parents.
4.

Persons or Organizations Rated As Having "A Great Deal"
Influence on Sample Child's Future \

of

Kindergarten Parents Third Grade Parents Tenth Grade Parents

Respondent 74% 75% 77%,

Spouse 74% 73% 62%

School 69% 69% 55%

Government 22% 22% 20%

Other '
39- 38%

The "Other" influences, as specified by respondents, were most often a church,

church-related or tbe child's peers. It was surprising however, that

KinderWarten parents rated the-influences of the-child's peers on'her/his

future cohsiderably higher than did the parents of Tenth Graders.

55
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C. Perceptions of Ideal Parents: Finally the parents of Kindergarten,

Third and Tenth Grade children were compared by their definitions of an

"ideal mother" and "ideal father." Responses were similar,.with some small

variatiOns for the "ideal mother."

For the 'ideal father," certain qualities ("spends time," "loves

children,r "is patient," "is a godd provider") ar& increasingly important

with incr asing grade leviel of child.

(See Tab e on page 49.)

Summary

In his section of the report some differences between parents of

'child n of different grade levels have become apparent.

Parents of younger childre niore likely to, feel they have needs

in the form'of unanswered quest is a types of programs/services not

available locally. Their one m n source of.helpand advice is most often

the child's maternal grandpare t.; They are less likely to be employed'

full-time. They hold high, and more specific,\aspirations for theii

children than do the other parents. These parents of younger children

seem to more actively seek help and advice of every sort, from both formal

and informal sources. They talk more to other parents, they talk pore to

professionals (teachers doctor). They make greater use of the media as a

source of information and help. And they are Plore likely to belong to

organizations that provide advice and help 'with child-rearing.

Parents of older children are somewhat less Ilkely to express needs

in regard to child-rearing. Their one main source of help is most'bften,

a close friend or a relative other than child's grandparents. They are

more likely to be employed full-time. Aspirations held for their chtld



Ideal Mother
(Qualities Receiving Highest Numbers of Mentions)*

Kindergarten Third Grade Tenth Grade

1. Is patient, understdnding 59 (69%) 1. Is patient, bnderstanding 441 (61%) 1. Is patient, understanding 65 (69%)

2. Loves children, shows love 41 (48%) 2. Loves children, shows love,313 (43%) 2. Loves children, shows love 47 (50%)

3. Spends time with children 39 (45%) 3. Spends time with children 274 (38%) 3. Spends time with children 37 (39%)

4. Disciplines children 19 (22%) 4. Has good communication 4. Has good communication

S. Has good.communicaiton
-with children 17 (20%)

with children ,

Cares deeply, wants the

187 (26%) with children 30

5. Is calm, easygoing 14

(32%)

(15%)

6. Cares deeply; wants the

.5.

best 130 (18%) 6. Cares deeply, wants the

best 14 (16%) 6. Disciplines children , 115 (r6%) best 13 (14%)

n=86 .n=720 n=94

Kindergarten

(Qualities

Ideal Father
Receiving Highest Numbers of Mentions)

Third Grade

79-1

I

Tenth Grade

1. Spends time with children 45 (52%) 1. Spends time with.children ,465 (65%) 1. Spends timewith children 67 (71%)

2. Loves children,shows love 21 (24%) 2. Is patient, understanding 302 (42%) 2. Is patient, understanding 59 (63%)

3. Is patient, understanding 18 t21%) 3. Loves children, shows love,276 (38%) 3. Is good provider 44 (47%)

4. Disciplines children 16 (19%) 4. Is good Provider 183 (25%) 4. Loves children, shows love 40 (43%)

good provider 15 (17%) 5. Disciplines children 162 (22%) 5. Disciplines children , 24 (26%)

6. Cares deeply, wants 6. Has good communication 6. Has good communication

the-best 11 (13%) with children , 143 (20%) with children 18 (19%)

n=86

*Multiple mentions by most respondents.
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n=720 n=94
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are less specific, more vague and diffuse, e.g., "whatever child wants or

is able to do." This probably reflects the reality of the4 child's school

performance at a higher level. Parents of older children do not appear

to seek help or advice either from formal or informal sources to the
0

extent that parents of younger children do. This could mean they do not

feel the need for help or advice. It could also mean they do not feel

the sources available to them can be of any help. It is particularly

interesting that Tenth Grade parents are much less plugged into the

schools than are Kindergarten and even Third Grade parents. They are

less likely to talk to their c*Idts teacher, to belong to school-related

organizations, to turn to the school for information, referral or for

solutions to problems,and they are less likely to rate,the school as

having "a great deal" of influence on their child's future.
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SUMMARY DISCUSSION

One thousand fifteen parents in five Appalachian states were interviewed

in an attempt to ascertain the range of circumstances, experiences and needs

of parents in the Region today, with particular emphasison sources of advice

and help. Some questions of interest in approaching this study were:

1) the extent to which recent societal changes, in the family (e.g., more

working mothers, more single-parent families) are apparent in

Appalachia

2) the degree tow1chphysicalisolationand traditional values

(e.g., independ nce, local orientation) affect availability,

awareness and u ilization of various sources of help, and advict

in rural Appalachia

3) whether and to what degree parents in Rural Appalachia differ

,
frod parents in Urban areas of the same states

4) whether there are indications from parents of the ways.that agencies/

organizations (which work with children and families) are and are

not meeting their needs.

Summary of Results: Ruarl vs. Urban

For this report, data from the two main subgroups, Appalachian Rural

parents of third graders and Urban parents of third graders,,were analyzed.

We found many differences but also similarities.

More Urban respondents than Rural respondents were in the labor force,

(P

used child care arrangments often and were pembers of single-parent

famil'e . A though within each set of parents, 50% expressed one Or more

needs as paren Urban

,

parents were more likely to say they had "special

problems" and unanswered questions" whereas Rural parents were more likely
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to say that "needed kinds of help were not available" in their communities.

There wasno difference in the extent to which parents entrusted other

adults (beside self and spouse) with some responsibility for the sample

child. Over 80% could name one or more such p wise over 80%

in both subgroups said their child was emoti ally attached to one or

more adults (beside self and .spouse).

Informal sources of help and advice were used frequentIyb both

Rural .rld Urban parents. However, Rural parents wer,somewhat more

likely than-we e ban parents'to view such talks as "very helpful."

Th quantity f formal contacts (with school-, medical profession, etc.)

fairly equal for the two subgroups. However, Urban parents were much

more positive about these contacts than were Rural parents. Urban parents.

were also more likely to belong to more organizations than Rural parents,

,including organizations which provided opportunities to get advice or

talk over.concerns about the sample child. Urban children were also

found to belong to more organizations or groups than were Rural children.

Media as sources of help in child-rearing were more frequently utilized

by Urban parents than by Rural parents; for both, the most frequently

used media were magazines and television. Both Urban and Rural parents

were most likely to name "own parents or in-laws" as their main source

of advice and help, although this was especially true for Rural parents.

There was little difference between the two groups in responses to where

they would turn for help in specific situations; both tended to name

formal, professional sources of help.

In most cases, Urban parents were more aware of various types of

programs/services available in their communities. Howpver, when level

of education was introduced, it was discovered that higher education

was, associated with greater awareness within each subgroup. Urban.
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parentS-had heard of and were familiar with a larger number of local programs

and services, on the average, than Rural parents. There Was little differ-

ences in utilization however.

In regard to attitudes, there were more similarities than-dffferences

between the Urban and Rural parents.. The majority in both groups believed

"everyone needs help" rearing children. Most indicated they had been

unprepared for parenthood and would like to pass on some idesiabout parent-

hood to their children. Definitions of, an ideal mother and ideal father

were similar. Urban parents held slightly higher aspirations for their

chiidren than did Rural parents.

Summary of Results: Parents of Kindeilarten, Third and Tenth Grade Children

Parents of younger children expressed more needs and tended to depend

pore heavilron their parent(s) for help and advice than was true for parents

of 61der children. Parents of younger children also more actively sought

help and-llice from affkinds of sources: formal, informal and media.

Of paiticular interest was the fact that Tenth Grade parents were obviously

much less involved in ihe rools than were Kindergarten and Third Grade

parents.'

The Base Sample Survey data provide evidence that there is a range

of different situations within which parenting is taking place in the Region.

There are differences between and within,Appalachian Rural and Urban samples

as well as differences between parents of children at different grade levels.

Many different sets of needs and different community resources to meet these

needs are apparent. In essence, parenthood is complex and often difficult

in our society today. .

1

Future Plans

In the immediate future,Ahere are plans to prepare descriptive reports

for each county and state included in the Base Sample Survey. These will
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be made available to the local school systems, to other interested local

agencies who work with families, to State Departments of Education and

to those respondents who expressed a desire to receive the results. In

these reports some implications can be drawn from the data which may be of

use to the agencies or organizations.- For example, these may be drawn

from the needs parents expressed, their suggestions for improving school,

medical, and media contacts, and from our knowledge of the parenting

situations existing in different locales.

I

Also slated to begi soon will be further analyses of the data focus-

ing on various subgroups representing high-need families (e.g., single

parent families, isolated families, two-job families, families with health

problems). These analyses will be related to the division's proposed

news.work in school-family relations. Some deviant analyses will be

aPpropriate in this regard. For example, we may discover or learn more

about different high-n bgroups by taking a closer look at the minority

of our respondents who do not believe'bveryone needs help" in rearing

children, who entrust "no one" else with responsibility for their child,

who "seldom or never" talk to teachers or who "seldom or never talk" to

other parents about their children.
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